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uxurious Surfaces: Chinese Decorative Arts from the Fifteenth to the
Early Twentieth Century is a highly anticipated exhibition that highlights
student learning in the art history program. The curators, William
Caterham ’20, Ashley Jeffords ’20, Merlyn Maldonado Lopez ’22, Sarah Paul ’22,
James Raphaelson ’21, Megan Reimer ’22, Shannon Zeltmann ’21 and Tianrun
Zhao ’20, are students enrolled in the Art History Method class in Fall 2019.
The exhibition examines the quintessential characteristics and the meaning of
Chinese decorative arts embedded in the luxurious surfaces of sixteen carefully
selected works from Gettysburg College’s Asian Art Collection.

Examples of decorative arts in this exhibition are artistic outputs and commodities created
in various phases of the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1912) eras when urban centers
in China were transformed by the market economy. The printing technology facilitated
the rapid and inexpensive dissemination of images and the circulation of the knowledge
about art in various cities. Subject matter, artistic style and practices that used to be solely
associated with the court and elite classes became widely available to the public. These
decorative objects are considered as art in the market place, in both domestic and international spheres. What are appreciated in these opulent artworks are their exquisite media,
techniques, and ornamentation, a collective landscape of the luxurious surfaces, and the
overall aesthetics conveyed through visual attributes. As miniature furniture, a vase for
floral arrangement, a wall hanging, a religious icon, a tea drinking pot and cup, a congratulatory gift of a pair of jade screens, and art for the western market, these objects functioned
in various interior spaces and performed in different social domains.
The artistic inspirations of the decorative arts in this exhibition come from various
sources to cater to the tastes of different social groups, court officials, high-minded
scholars, affluent merchants, and well to do urban dwellers as well as Western consumers
who desired the Chinese goods and appreciated the Chinese aesthetics. Based on their
careful examinations of the objects and their contextual information, Shannon Zeltmann,
Ashley Jeffords, and Tianrun Zhao propose that literati culture was a primary source of
inspiration for the design of decorative arts. Calligraphy, poetry and painting, the so-called
three perfections in Chinese art history, have long been valued as the quintessential literati
art forms for self-representation and expression. The visual integration of the three is
manifested in the design of the Ivory Table Screen, Jade Mountain and Eggshell-thin Multicolored Porcelain Cups. Shannon, Ashley, and Tianrun argue that the poetry on these three
objects are a part of the ornamentation, which enriches both the decorative surface and
the overall meaning of the work. The content and calligraphic style of the writing demand
viewers’ attention and invite further examination and contemplation. The mingling of the
visual and verbal allows a virtual and spiritual exchange with a metaphorical nature illustrated on the surfaces of the three objects.
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Literati are not just the consumers of decorative arts, but the creators. In her research,
Sarah Paul proposes that the zisha teapot featuring an array of organic forms may be a
product of a close collaboration between a scholar and a potter. The design epitomizes
the literati’s enjoyment of and spiritual interaction with nature. William Caterham discovers
that the surface of the yellowish Silk Embroidery is treated as a picture plane and surprisingly embroidered with a southern style landscape, a favorite subject for literati painting.
According to Tianrun, the tall Blue and White Porcelain Vase is a culmination of motifs
symbolizing literati leisure activities and lifestyles including floral arrangements, collecting
antiques, tea drinking, gardening and go board game.
Ashley Jeffords, Merlyn Maldonado Lopez, and Megan Reimer answer the question
of how antiquity plays a role in the making of the decorative arts in the Ming and Qing
era. Antiquarianism reaches its golden age during the reign of Qing Emperor Qianlong
(r.1736-96) and Jiaqing (r.1796-1820) who enthusiastically involved in collecting and
cataloguing imperial collections. This imperial zeal at the time spreads to scholar-officials
who became passionate collectors and patrons of art. Ashley suggests that the Jade
Ornamental Vase, a smooth integration of the geometric shape of an ancient Chinese
bronze hu with two representational phoenixes, is a visuality of how archaic forms are
transformed in decorative arts. Merlyn traces the prototype of the Jade Belt Plaque to the
metal ones with deer motifs from the Eastern Eurasian steppe dated to as early as the sixth
and fifth century BCE. The revival of the nomadic art in the Ming dynasty stimulated the
creation of jade plaques like the one in this exhibition. Comparable to its ancient counterparts, jade belt plaque was an insignia for status during the Ming dynasty.
Paper rubbings of the Han dynasty decorative tombstones were collected and
studied as early as the Song dynasty around twelfth century. Prominent Song scholars and
statesmen, such as Ou Yangxiu and Zhao Mingcheng, recorded the decorative stones of
the Wu family funerary shrine in the catalogues of ancient Chinese antiques they compiled.
One of the paper rubbings of the Wu family shrine made at the beginning of the twentieth
century is on display in this exhibition. Megan argues that what are valued in the rubbings
like this one are not only the tangible traces of ancient stone carvings and artistic style from
the remote past, but their historical contents illustrating Confucian values that the scholar
collectors and owners could resonate.
The Song of Everlasting Sorrow written by Tang dynasty poet Bai Juyi (772-846) is one
of the most captivating poems in Chinese literature, and it has long remained as a source
for artistic inspiration such as the Kesi Silk Tapestry studied by James Raphaelson. The
poetry recounts the tragic love story in a literary form between Tang Emperor Xuanzong
and Yang Yuhuan in life. Woven in the reign of Emperor Kangxi (1661-1722), the tapestry
appropriates the literary allusions and offers a romanticized representation of the love tale.
James states that the tapestry captures the moment that the couple renewed their vows
in heaven and lived happy after forever. The composition of the tapestry follows that of a
painting, suggesting the permeability between art and craft during the Qing period.
The fluidity between the art forms is also observed by Sarah Paul in the ornamentation
of the Carved Lacquer Stem Cup on a Lotus Stand. Around the bulging surface of the
bowl are two narrative scenes depicting an emperor or high-ranking court officials having
conversations in an imperial garden. Such depiction is quite likely based on an illustration
in a historical novel or drama, a source for decorative arts in the Ming and Qing era. The
transfer of the image from a two-dimensional print to a curved surface of a three-dimensional cup requires the craftsman’s proficient execution of the image on the pictorial space
and carved lacquer technique. Oral and folklore traditions familiar to the urban dwellers
are also visualized in the decorative arts. Megan Reimer discovers that the gourd, the crab,
and the mantis on the Jade Screen are symbols collectively conveying good wishes to the
recipient of the work as a gift.
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Decorative arts are not only created for the domestic market and Chinese consumers,
but international audiences in the West. Through their careful research of the Ivory Bodhisattva, Large Square Mallet Vase, Cloisonne Jar, and Silk Embroidery, William Caterham,
Merlyn Maldonado Lopez, James Raphaelson and Shannon Zeltmann suggest that the
material, ornamentation, and technique of the export decorative arts are often intentionally
and carefully selected. These works are transformed into trademarks of Chinese luxury
goods, recognizable and approachable to Western viewers and consumers. The culture
specific symbolic meanings of the Chinese motifs, peonies, lotus, dragons, are lost in
“foreign” context, but not the natural beauty of the material, the marvelous techniques and
the overall aesthetics of the work.
A wide range of art historical methods, including visual analysis, material and technical
study, connoisseurship, iconography and contextual studies are employed in our research.
The exhibition is supported in part by the Department of Art and Art History, Gettysburg
College. A generous grant from the Council of Independent Colleges Consortium on
Digital Resources for Teaching and Research provided the funding to make digital images
of this collection accessible. We thank Creekside Digital for their beautiful photographic
services and Jim Pierce for his excellent framing. Gratitude is also due to Ayumi Yasuda
for her elegant graphic design. The essays are the fruits of mentorship harvested from the
immense support and generosity of faculty and staff members at Gettysburg College. We
owe sincere thanks to Carolyn Sautter, Karen Drickamer and Catherine Perry in Musselman
Library’s Special Collections and College Archives for their generous assistance and
insightful suggestions during the preparation of the exhibition. We thank Meggan Smith
for her informative classes on navigating the library search engine and citation guide, and
Robin Wagner, the Dean of the Musselman Library, for her encouragement and tireless
promotion of art on campus. Last but not the least, we owe special thanks to Shannon Egan,
the Director of Schmucker Art Gallery, and Sydney Gush ’17, Gallery Preparator and Digital
Scholarship Assistant. Without them, the exhibition would not be possible. Their patience,
enthusiasm, and support demonstrate the valuable academic experience we have enjoyed
at Gettysburg College.
					
Professor Yan Sun, Ph.D.
					With William Caterham ’20, Ashley Jeffords ’20,
Merlyn Maldonado Lopez ’22, Sarah Paul ’22,
James Raphaelson ’21, Megan Reimer ’22,
Shannon Zeltmann ’21 and Tianrun Zhao ’20
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William Caterham ’20
S IL K EMB ROIDE RY
Mid or Late Qing Dynasty, 1662-1912
silk, 65 x 22.2 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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This work was initially intended for a
domestic market as a part of a woman’s
skirt. However, its repurposing into a
tapestry made it into an export piece.
Export pieces were created to cater to
Western tastes. Often, exotic techniques
were used to enhance features on the
object, which would give the appearance
of something rare or unique. The work then
would fetch a higher price and increase the
likelihood of being sold. In this embroidery,
the stitching is reminiscent of the Gu
school of the Ming and Qing era, which was
known for using literati art as models for
embroidery. The silks used are very fine,
emphasizing the overall quality of the work
rather than its component parts.2
This embroidery was not originally
created as a decorative object, but rather as
part of a woman’s dress that was sectioned
and sold as an antique. This initial function
of the textile is probably the reason why the
silk border is so large; it hides other stiches
present at the seams. The piece most likely
came from the fabric covering the leg of
the wearer. Someone later recognized the
unique design on the dress and cut it up to
sell to an unassuming Western buyer.

his yellow gold silk panel is framed
by a dark fabric rim woven with
cloud patterns. The silk has darkened
with age, yet the landscape depicted on
the work has little deterioration. The scene
depicts a typical south China landscape of
fishing boats, rocky hills, mountains, and
pagodas. A river meanders towards the
top of the scene, passing fishing boats,
rocks, and pagodas and ends where the
clouds and mountains meet the river, a style
of landscape popular in the Ming (13681644) and Qing (1644-1912) Dynasties. The
landscape is emblematic of the Southern
School or Literati landscape painting.
The literati, a social class of intellectuals
who served as bureaucrats in the Imperial
administration, also created many works of
art, most notably landscape paintings. Their
works focused on the feelings and impressions of the artist by creating an intimate
viewing experience.1
The selection of the scene is unusual;
the embroidery does not correspond
directly with the artistic traditions of the
Ming Dynasty, the period to which the work
was originally attributed. The exceptional
needle-works are similar to brush strokes
rather than stitching techniques of the Ming
Dynasty. In light of this information, the date
of this work has been revised from the Ming
Dynasty to the middle to late Qing Dynasty.

1. Robert Thorp and Richard E. Vinograd, Chinese Art and Culture (New York; London: Harry N. Abrams, 2001),
301-311.
2. I-Fen Huang, “Gender, Technical Innovation, and Gu Family Embroidery in Late-Ming Shanghai,” East Asian
Science, Technology, and Medicine 36 (October 2013).
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William Caterham ’20
GUAN YIN
Qing Dynasty, 1644-1912
ivory, 45.5 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of John H. Hampshire
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As a result of this robust trade, the region
developed a strong tradition of ivory
carving throughout the late Ming (15001664) and the Qing dynasty.5 Guangdong
competed with Beijing as the capital of ivory
production in China. During the early Qing
Dynasty (around the seventeenth century),
two schools of ivory carving existed, the
Southern School at Guangdong and the
Northern School at Beijing.
The Northern School valued the natural
color of the ivory and a polished touch for
textural effect. The Southern School created
polished white ivory works that were highly
intricate and detailed. Around 1750, the two
styles merged and remained popular until
the end of the Qing Dynasty.6 This work was
likely created in the late Qing Dynasty, as it
reflects a combined style with great detail
in one part and a simple style in another.
As seen in this work, this late style employs
a polished bright white finish, with subtle
color in the eyes of the Yecha and the hair
of Guanyin. This style was extremely popular
with the Western market. However, this work
deviates slightly from other contemporary
ivory figurines in that the natural curve of
the tusk is not as emphasized as it is in other
works, where the figures bend with the ivory
and suggest a greater sense of fluidity.

his Ivory Guanyin depicts the
Chinese Buddhist icon Guanshiyin,
or “Goddess of Mercy,” the
Chinese equivalent of the Buddhist deity
Avalokiteshvara or the “protector of the
world.” Guanyin stands on a lotus pedestal
dressed in sumptuous robes. Atop her
head is a detailed crown, while her face
resembles an idealized female figure. Her
downwards right hand is in a gesture called
a Vara Mudra, demonstrating her benevolence towards humanity.1 Her left hand holds
a lotus. Behind her is a flaming aureole with
holes bored into it, which gives the illusion
of a heavenly light. Her lotus stand is held
up by a Yecha, a type of minor Buddhist
deity that guards temples. Yecha represents
the forces of nature.2
These details and their significance are
important to a Buddhist viewer but are lost
to an uninformed Western audience. First,
Guanyin is Bodhisattva, an enlightened
being in the Buddhist pantheon that could
attain Nirvana yet chooses to remain in
the mortal world to assist others in their
ascension.3 Because of their self-sacrificing
nature, Bodhisattvas are one of the only
Buddhist deities that can be depicted in
sumptuous and lavish displays of mortal
wealth and power.
Guanyin’s special status within the
Buddhist pantheon allows her to stand atop
a lotus throne and hold a lotus flower in her
left hand. Deities standing or sitting on lotus
thrones are the highest in the pantheon,
and the thrones are a symbol of divine
birth, reflecting the purity of the being on
the throne.4 The lotus in her hand is closed
showing that she is still a Bodhisattva and
has not yet attained enlightenment.
This work likely came from Guangdong,
the center of the ivory trade from India,
Africa, and Indochina entering into China.

1. Denise Leidy, The Art of Buddhism: An Introduction
to Its History and Meaning (London: Shambala,
2008).
2. Patricia Karetzky, Chinese Religious Art (New York:
Lexington Books, 2014).
3. Leidy, The Art of Buddhism.
4. Meher McArthur, Reading Buddhist Art: An
Illustrated Guide to Buddhist Signs and Symbols
(London: Thames and Hudson, 2002), 43.
5. Jan Van Campen, “Masters of the Knife: Chinese
Carving in Wood, Ivory and Soapstone,” The
Rijksmuseum Bulletin 59, no. 2 (2011): 172.
6. Ibid.
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Ashley Jeffords ’20
LA RGE O RNA MENTA L VASE W IT H A LID COVE R
Qing Dynasty, 1644-1911
medium light green jade, original wood stand, 22.2 cm (h)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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he Large Ornamental Vase with a
Lid Cover is a Qing Period (1644-1911)
ornamental vase. Standing at approximately 22.2 centimeters with the cover, the
vase is a beautiful example of well-polished
light green jade. It is decorated with a
pair of phoenixes in symmetry and peony
motifs, which gives the design a balanced
appearance. One phoenix stands boldly and
upright in front of the vase perched on a
peony branch that curves around the outline
of the vase, while the other is perched on
the lid finial with its head resting in the curve
of its neck. Their heads face opposite directions lending to the symmetry of the work.
The body of the vase invites
comparison with the ancient Chinese
bronze vessel known as hu, while the
ornamentation remains more contemporary to when the object was created.
The work is a manifestation of the practice
of antiquarianism during the Qing dynasty,
which looked back to the design of ancient
Chinese bronze vessels as sources for
aesthetic inspiration. This art was then used
as an indication of heightened taste, which
translated to an indicator of social status.1
In this process, the ancient form the jade
vessel is imitating becomes objectified
by ornamentation. The inclusion of the
ornamentation reverts the original function
of the vessel as useless and the object
becomes purely decorative.

Antiquarianism as a social practice
developed alongside its scholarly
counterpart. The economic boom in the
late Ming and early Qing period allowed
for the expansion of a consumer culture
around these ancient objects. Scholars used
these objects to create a canon of taste and
status through displaying their artifacts.
During the eighteenth century, Emperor
Qianlong started the fanggu jade, meaning
imitating antiquity, trend by commissioning
many vases, tripods, and basins in imitations
of archaic bronze vessels that had been
collected in the imperial treasury. Emperor
Qianlong considered the archaic bronze
vessels to be the “most elegant forms to
imitate.”2
It is important to note that not all
fanggu jades were faithful imitations of
their archaic counterparts, and the fanggu
version of the hu is one of those unfaithful
imitations. This jade hu is likely trying to
imitate a bronze hu from the Zhou period
(1046-256 BCE), which would have been
used as a wine vessel.3 The phoenix and
peony subjects hold symbolic meanings
in Chinese culture during the time. The
phoenix, or fenghuang, is thought to be the
king of birds, while the peony is considered
the king of flowers.4 When this legendary
bird and revered flower appear together,
the motif is meant to symbolize wealth,
happiness, a bright future, and prosperity.5

1. Shana J. Brown, Pastimes: From Art and Antiquarianism to Modern Chinese Historiography (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 2011), 2-6.
2. Ming Wilson, Chinese Jades (London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 2004), 107.
3. Ibid.
4. Hunan Museum, “Embroidered Red Hall Curtain with Phoenix and Peony Design,” http://www.hnmuseum.
com/en/zuixintuijie/embroidered-red-hall-curtain-phoenix-and-peony-design. Accessed October 12, 2019.
5. British Museum, “Chinese Symbols,” https://www.britishmuseum.org/pdf/Chinese_symbols_1109.pdf. Accessed
October 12, 2019.
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Ashley Jeffords ’20
JA D E MO U NTAIN CARVIN G
Emperor Qianlong Reign, Qing Dynasty, 1736-1796
jade and wood, 15.2 x 6.35 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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tation of a luxurious surface, and one would
not put just any kind of ornamentation on a
surface so precious and rich. Writing about
the luxurious nature of jade, one scholar
states, “Jade was the ultimate symbol of
wealth and power, and thus, the finest
workmanship and artistry were lavished
on this precious stone.”1 The motifs used
on this jade mountain are common among
other similar works and provide insights into
the landscape painting, literati culture, as
well as poetry.
This type of object comes from the
tradition of huayi jades started by Emperor
Qianlong (1711-1799). The term means “jade
like a picture” and refers to the practice
where three-dimensional objects emulated
landscape painting. The act of carving like
painting integrated the three perfections:
poetry, painting, and calligraphy into one
composition. This process emulates literati
painting practices and transforms the work
into a scholarly art. The jade mountain
represents a miniature nature within the
scholar’s studio that could be used for
contemplating nature in much the same
way landscape paintings functioned. The
carving belongs to a class of objects such
as water droppers, brush pots, mountains,
and seal paste boxes that are traditionally
found on scholars’ desks. They are essential
tools for the scholar as they are utilized
in the practices of creating painting and
calligraphy.2

his jade carving of a mountain from
the Qianlong Period (1736-1796) sits on
an irregular stand of rosewood that
was crafted locally and specifically to fit the
unique shape of the stone. Embracing the
natural craggy peaks of the stone, the carver
embeds a landscape into the multicolored
surface. A lone figure makes a pilgrimage on
a mountain path in an illusionary perspective.
In the landscape on the front are trees, a
waterfall, a bridge, and a mountain pavilion.
On the back of the stone, the mountain path
continues on following the natural peaks
and crevices to imitate the rocky surface of
a mountain. The path on the back includes
one small pagoda and tree. There is a poem
inscribed in twenty-eight small characters
entitled “The Autumn Mountain with the
Red Leaves of Trees,” written by a statesman
Dong Banda (1696-1769) at Emperor
Qianlong’s court, near the mountain peak on
the front surface. The poem describes the
beautiful autumn day the pilgrim is enjoying
and pontificates on Buddhist ideals as they
make their journey.
Artifice, time, labor, and money in
excess were involved in the creation of this
object. What makes this work a decorative
art, and simultaneously a luxury good, is
the connection between the subject matter
and materiality. The process of carving jade
was extremely labor intensive and required
a skilled craftsman. The labor-intensive
process of carving jade gives it the conno-

1. Katherine Anne Harper, “Jade,” Berkshire Encyclopedia of China: Modern and Historic Views of the World’s
Newest and Oldest Global Power [1192-1195], vol. 3 (Great Barrington, MA: Berkshire Publishing, 2009). Gale
eBooks (accessed September 11, 2019).
2. Ming Wilson, Chinese Jades (London; 2004), 60-66.
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Merlyn Maldonado Lopez ’22
JA DE B ELT PLAQUE
Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644
jade, 7 x 7.6 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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his beautifully carved rectangular
belt plaque from the Ming dynasty
(1368–1644) depicts two deer in
vegetal foliage. A tree on the left extends
from the lower bottom to the top, developing its tree trunk into finely carved stems
that give birth to blossoms. Greenery grows
from the borders extending onto the middle
where they intertwine with one another. The
plaque has been placed on a wooden stand
for the display of its intricate carving as a
decorative piece.
Carefully crafted metal belt accessories
dating from the sixth to fifth-century BCE
have been found in the Eastern Eurasian
steppes including north China.1 These
works feature local flora and fauna reflected
their owners’ mobile lifestyles. The deer
motif was commonly depicted in metal
plaques at the time, as deer were highly
esteemed animals that were hunted for
food.2 This jade plaque is part of the revival
of nomadic arts that occurred during the
Ming dynasty.3 Due to its durability, colorful
brightness, tactile appeal, preciousness,
and time-consuming crafting technique,
jade was selected as a natural medium for
adornments to indicate social class.4

Belts were an important indicator of
rank during the Ming Dynasty and only the
emperor, empresses, imperial concubines,
and top officials were entitled to wear those
made of fine jade. Furthermore, the motifs
portrayed in jade plaques were also markers
of status among the elite. For instance,
deer motifs, as the ones depicted in metal
plaques by steppe culture, during the Liao
and Jin dynasties from the early tenth to
early thirteenth century were associated
with the autumn hunt organized by the
emperor. Jade belt plaques with deer
imagery would have been worn by senior
officials during the autumn hunt. The jade
ornaments were meant to be attractive
and symbolic, imparting social and cultural
messages both to the viewer and the wearer.
Carved jade belt plaques, such as this one,
became popular, fashionable symbols of
social class during this period of revival.

1. Paul Jett, Scientific Research in the Field of Asian Art: Proceedings of the First Forbes Symposium at the Freer
Gallery of Art (London: Archetype, 2003), 68.
2 Emma C. Bunker, Nomadic Art of the Eastern Eurasian Steppes: The Eugene V. Thaw and Other New York
Collections (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2002),167.
3. “Set of Thirteen Glass Belt Plaques 15th–16th Century,” The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Charlotte C. and
John C. Weber Collection, Gift of Charlotte C. and John C. Weber, 1994. https://www.metmuseum.org/art/
collection/search/44404
4. Robert P. Youngman, J. May Lee Barrett, and Jing Pei Fang, The Youngman Collection: Chinese Jades from
Neolithic to Qing (Chicago: Art Media Resources, 2008), 188.
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Merlyn Maldonado Lopez ’22
L A RGE SQ UARE M ALLET VASE
Early 20th century, after 1912
porcelain, multi-color overglaze, wood, 52.4 cm (h), 13.2 cm (dia)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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his multi-colored square vase,
known as fang bang chui ping in
Chinese, has a flaring mouth, a tall
and straight neck, angular shoulders on a
four-sided body tapering to the bottom,
and a slightly concave base. It is richly
decorated with dragons and white prunus
flowers against a dark green background
with light blue sea wave motifs at the
bottom. All five dragons, one on each side
of the vase and one around the neck, have
five claws, two antlers, and are chasing
flaming pearls. The angular shoulders of the
vase are adorned with four double-circled
medallions of a flower surrounded by lingzhi
fungus against a lozenge background. The
interior of the vase is white glazed on the
neck, while the rest is unglazed.
The vase is an embodiment of rich
Chinese porcelain history in potting,
coloring, glazing, and decoration. The
attractive green glazing recalls the greenglazed porcelain made in imperial kilns in
the Ming and Qing era. During the reign of
Emperor Yongle in the early fifteen century,
production of green-glazed wares were
resumed in the imperial kiln. Innovations to
diversify the green glazed tones occurred
during the Qing Dynasty; darker colored
green glaze appeared mostly during the
Kangxi period (1662-1722).1

The vase ornamentation comes from the
long legacy of the dragon motif. It follows
traditional depictions of dragons such as
the dragon chasing a pearl surrounded by
flames, or being displayed against waves.2
The vase also illustrates the tradition of
Chinese porcelain decorated with enamels
on the biscuit from the mid-to-late seventeenth century to eighteenth century,
frequently showing prunus flowers and
auspicious objects against a dark green
spiral-wave background.3 While the vase
portrays these conventional motifs, it differs
by depicting five clawed dragons.
Dragons were a symbol of imperial
power in China and five-clawed dragons
were used on ceramics and other decorative
arts to symbolize the emperor from as early
as the fourteenth century to the fall of the
Qing dynasty in 1912.4 The imperial insignia
was prohibited for use for anybody else. The
vase is most certainly created after 1912 for
the Western market, which had an appreciation for Chinese motifs.
The Chinese porcelain trade to the West
began in the early sixteenth century and
altered Western taste.5 The design, style, and
weight of the vase indicates that this vase
is very likely a custom-made work. The tall
hollow body was most likely used to fill other
trading commodities such as sago and rice.6

1. Kelun Chen, Chinese Porcelain: Art, Elegance, and Appreciation (San Francisco: Long River Press, 2004), 53.
2. Michael Butler, Julia B. Curtis, and Stephen Little, Treasures from an Unknown Reign: Shunzhi Porcelain,
1644-166 (Alexandria, Va: Art Services International, 2002), 92-103.
3. Wolfram Koeppe, Clare Le Corbeiller, William Rieder, Charles Truman, and Suzanne G. Valenstein,
Decorative Arts in the Robert Lehman Collection (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art in association
with Princeton University Press, 2012), 328-329.
4. Denise Patry Leidy, Adriana Proser, and Michelle Yun, Treasures of Asian Art: The Asia Society Museum
Collection (New York, Asia Society Museum, 2016), 171-172.
5. Clare Le Corbeiller and Alice Cooney Frelinghuysen, “Chinese Export Porcelain,” The Metropolitan Museum
of Art Bulletin 60, no. 3 (2003): 1-9.
6. Paul A. Van Dyke, “The Porcelain Trade,” in Merchants of Canton and Macao: Success and Failure in
Eighteenth-Century Chinese Trade (Hong Kong University Press, 2016), 123-32.
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Z I SHA (PU RPL E SA ND) STON EWARE T E APOT
Late Ming to Early Qing Dynasty, late 17th century
zisha stoneware, wood, 14 x 16.5 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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his Zisha Teapot, created in late
seventeenth century, the late Ming
to early Qing period, was made in
Yixing City close to Lake Tai, the lower
Yangzi river valley in Jiangsu Province.1
Because of the location where zisha
wares are made, this type of stoneware is
commonly known as the Yixing wares. The
exterior of the teapot features organic
forms of mushrooms, lotus buds and seeds,
lizi chestnut, walnut, watermelon seeds,
water chestnuts, peanuts, and almonds,
which are transformed into the handle,
spout, lid, and feet of the teapot. These
plants and nuts have strong symbolic
meanings in Chinese art and culture.
The watermelon seeds, as pictured on
the top of the teapot, began to be seen
as a metaphoric object during the Qing
dynasty, symbolizing fertility and children.2
The peanut near the watermelon seeds
means flower of life, a good wish for many
offspring, as well as for new growth and
continuity.3 The lotus seeds, as a foot of
the teapot, are one of the eight Buddhist
symbols indicating fruitfulness, plenty, and
many offspring.4 The teapot in its entirety
symbolizes fertility and many offspring.

Zisha teapots became abundantly
popular from the late Ming to early Qing
dynasties due to the prevalence of tea
drinking and changes in tea preparation.
During the Ming dynasty, tea preparation
was no longer as elaborate as grinding
incense, and rolling tea leaves into a ball;
instead bud-tea were preferred.5 Zisha as
uncolored and unglazed wares are better
suited for enhancing the flavor, aroma, and
texture of the tea. Consequently, the simply
designed zisha ware became increasingly
popular.6
Zisha teapots were closely associated
with the literati class in the late Ming and
Qing dynasties who were actively involved
in the creation process. The literati often
collaborated with potters by inscribing
calligraphy or etchings on unfired pots or
contributing new designs.7 These designs
often included lotus flowers, nuts, and
fruits. The interior of the lid of this teapot is
carved with Chinese characters too worn to
be identifiable. They are likely a poem and a
name seal inscribed by artisans, a common
practice of the Ming and Qing dynasties.8

1. T. Ying, “Art of the Yixing Zisha Teapot,” Ceramics – Technical, no. 40 (2014): 64-69.
2. Jingpei Fang, Symbols and Rebuses in Chinese Art: Figures, Bugs, Beasts, and Flowers (Berkeley, California:
Ten Speed Press, 2004), 190.
3. Ibid, 145.
4. Ibid, 119.
5. Chunfang Pan, Yixing Pottery: Purple Clay and the World of Chinese Tea Culture (San Francisco: Long River
Press, 2004), 3-4.
6. Ying, “Art of the Yixing Zisha Teapot,” 64-69.
7. Geoffrey Gowlland, “Style Skill and Modernity in the Zisha Potter of China,” The Journal of Modern Craft 2.2
(2009): 129-141.
8. Pan, Yixing Pottery, 12-14.
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CA RV ED L ACQ U ER STEM - CUP ON A LOT US STAN D
Late Qing to Republic Period, late 19th to early 20th century
lacquer, mahogany, 8.2 x 11.2 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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his Lacquer Stem-Cup with Lotus
Stand of the Qing dynasty from
nineteen to early twentieth century
is reminiscent of carved lacquers created
in Guizhou in southwestern China due to
the stylistic similarities.1 The shape and
ornamentation of the stem-cup is seen as
an imitation of silver cups from the Yuan
dynasty (1279-1368). These silver cups were
often decorated with repoussé, a technique
that creates raised design.2 The relief
effect of the narrative scene on the cup is
achieved through different layers of carved
lacquer and laid out in a continuous fashion
depicting a high-ranking court official
having a conversation with a general in an
imperial garden.
The courtly scene is set in a landscape
consisting of clouds, chrysanthemums, and
a cypress tree. These organic forms are
very important symbols of good wishes and
thoughts in Chinese culture and provide a
context for the narrative scene. Chrysanthemum as a decorative motif appeared on
porcelains during the Qing dynasty and is
emblematic of a pleasant life, generosity, and
retirement from public places.3 The flower
also signifies autumn and symbolizes joviality.
The pronunciation of chrysanthemum in

Chinese ju is a homophone of “endurance,”
indicating patience and reflection, a desirable
quality for court officials.4 Clouds are a
symbol of the union of the yin and yang,
which means celestial realm, happiness, and
good fortune.5 The cypress tree fills most
of the narrative scene and serves as a visual
metaphor of age, wisdom and longevity as
they appear to twisted, contorted, and aged
and yet have new growth. During the Qing
dynasty, the cypress tree is often depicted
on porcelains and lacquers.6 The stand of the
stem-cup resembles stylized lotus petals. The
lotus flower, lianhua in Chinese, is a symbol of
faithfulness, beauty, and purity closely tied to
the birth of Buddha.7 The seeds of the lotus
symbolize fruitfulness, plenty, fertility, and
many offspring.
The creation of carved lacquer is an
extremely time-consuming craft due to
the lengthy hardening and drying process.
Approximately 300 layers of lacquer are
used.8 The application of lacquer is done
in a succession of extremely thin layers
approximately 0.3 mm or less. Once the
layers of lacquer dried, the artists carved
the design or the narrative scene, as
depicted on this cup.

1. Jonathan Hay, Sensuous Surfaces the Decorative Object in Early Modern China (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’I Press, 2010), 47.
2. J. Keith Wilson, “The Fine Art of Drinking: The Chinese Silversmith Zhu Bishan and His Sculptural Cups,”
The Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of Art 81, no.10 (1994): 380-401.
3. Jing Pei Fang, Symbols and Rebuses in Chinese Art: Figures, Bugs, Beasts, and Flowers (Berkeley, California:
Ten Speed Press, 2004), 42.
4. Ibid, 43-45.
5. Ibid, 45.
6. Ibid, 54.
7. Ibid, 67.
8. Andreas Burmester, Technical Studies of Chinese Lacquer (2001), 176.
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S MA L L B RAS S CLOISON N É JAR
Late Qing to Republic Period, 1880-1945
medium brass, enamel, 18.4 x 5.3 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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foot and mouth. Thin copper strips are
soldered onto the body, creating partitions
(cloisons) that outline the designs. Enamel
paste is then used to color in each cloison.
Lastly, the jar is fired, resulting in the glazed
piece with clean designs shown here. If one
looks closely at areas such as the edges of
the flower motifs, they will notice the thin
copper strips that outline the surface.
The technique of cloisonné manufacturing is not native to China. The Chinese
name for the art, Dashiqi (Muslim ware),
indicates its origins being in the Middle
East. It arrived in China during the Mongol
Yuan dynasty (1271-1368), whose empire
encompassed most of Eurasia and facilitated commerce and cultural exchange.
Under the following Ming dynasty, with
the guidance of the Xuande Emperor
(1426-1435), cloisonné workshops, including
some present on palace grounds, were
given state patronage.2 This jar was an
export piece made in the late nineteenth
to twentieth century, but was based on the
style developed under the Kangxi reign
(1661-1722) of the Qing dynasty. Interestingly,
despite the vast majority of cloisonné wares
being mostly blue, this object features a
white background. It is not known why
the craftsmen implemented this anomaly,
but it resembles the white glossy surface
of porcelain wares that were aesthetically
pleasing to the Western market.

hinese civilization has mastered the
production of three-dimensional
arts. From the bronze vessels of the
ancient Shang and Zhou dynasties to the
renowned porcelains of the past centuries,
various shapes and media have been utilized
by craftsmen to enrich their culture. One
form of decorative art is enamelware, and
the Small Brass Cloisonné Jar is an excellent
example of the highpoint of Chinese
cloisonné.
With its clean and perfectly rendered
floral designs, the jar indeed has a captivating appearance. It is known as the
General Helmet Jar due to the shape of
its lid and the finial that adorns it, resembling a Ming dynasty military helmet. As is
characteristic of Chinese art, the flowers
of varying colors present on the surface
each hold symbolism. The peony, perhaps
the most appreciated and revered flower
in China, is a symbol of aristocracy, virtue,
and wealth. The lotus, a prominent Buddhist
symbol, represents purity and selflessness.1
Thus, these two flowers with their own
meanings converge to indicate the ideal
qualities of a Confucian government official:
one who works hard and is ambitious,
though is incorruptible and works for the
good of his state and his people.
Cloisonné is not like porcelain or other
forms of ceramics in that its body is actually
made out of brass. Parts of the jar’s brass
base are actually left exposed, such as the

1. Yang Liu, The Symbolism of Flowers and Birds in Chinese Painting (Oriental Art, 2000), 57-58.
2. Michael Sullivan, The Arts of China (Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1999), 251.
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K ESI TA PE STRY DEPICT IN G
E MPERO R XUA NZO NG AN D YAN G GUIFEI
Qing Dynasty, Kangxi Period, 1661-1722, silk, 101.6 x 62.9 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914

“

He had three thousand concubines at
his disposal, but he placed the love of
three thousand on one.”1

One of the most influential love
stories in Chinese culture is that of the
Tang Emperor Xuanzong (r. 713-756) and his
consort Yang Guifei who were portrayed
in this kesi tapestry. The work is inspired
by the renowned poetry the Song of
Everlasting Sorrow written by Bai Juyi
(772-846). In this poem, he recounts the
story of a couple whose love inspired many,
yet destroyed an empire.
The subject matter of the tapestry,
from the figures to the architecture and
flora, was executed in great detail and
painstakingly woven with silk thread. In
the moonlit palace garden, Xuanzong and
Yang Guifei stand together by a table with
an incense of burner, vowing their love.
This takes place on the seventh day of
the seventh month of the Chinese lunar
calendar, a day linked to the romantic
legend of a goddess and shepherd who
live on the opposite ends of the galaxy, and
only on this day may they come together.
Essentially, it is the Chinese Valentine’s Day.
Bai Juyi writes of their vow on this night:
	On the seventh day of the Seventhmonth, in the Palace of Long Life,
	We told each other secretly in the
quiet midnight world
	That we wished to fly in heaven, two
birds with the wings of one,
	And to grow together on the earth,
two branches of one tree.2

The clothes, with detailed folds in their
fabric and patterns, are well rendered.
The facial features of the figures are also
carefully depicted, and Consort Yang,
whose serene face captivates her beauty,
is “like the moon,” portraying the beauty
standard of Tang dynasty women that she
is credited with setting; she is mildly plump
with a round face and small “cherry” lips.

The pavilion is highly detailed down
to its individual roof tiles. Diverse plant
life is abundant, with branches of two
different types of trees stretching across
the foreground and are shown with various
leaves and fruits. As is typical of Chinese
paintings, the pond depicted in the scene
is left as negative space, though a conservative use of thin colored threads indicates
ripples and reflections in the water. The
terrain and rocks in the background incorporate nicely executed shading to indicate
their geometry and depth.
The beauty of this masterfully
composed piece is enhanced by its ties
to Bai Juyi’s poem, which describes how
the couple met, their romance, and how
it ultimately ended in tragedy. Emperor
Xuanzong presided over the glorious golden
age of the Tang dynasty when the empire
was strong and prosperous. Upon meeting
Yang Guifei, Xuanzong was immediately
enamored and chose her as his consort.
However, Yang Guifei utilized her position to
appoint her family and friends to influential
posts in the government, including a Central
Asian named An Lushan, who was given a
military generalship with a breathtakingly
large army. One day An suddenly rebelled,
capturing the capital Chang’an and forcing
the imperial family to flee. The loyalist
soldiers accompanying Xuanzong and
Consort Yang were furious, placing blame
on Yang Guifei for being responsible for the
insurrection through her nepotism. They
demanded her execution, and Xuanzong
knowing that a mutiny was a dire possibly,
sadly and reluctantly conceded. His consort
was hung and left in a roadside ditch. The
An Lushan Rebellion would eventually be
quelled, but the damage wrought signaled
the end of the Tang Golden Age. Emperor
Xuanzong ended up abdicating, living out
the remainder of his days in sorrow.
The scene on the tapestry, however,
offers a glimmer of hope and happiness.

It is written at the end of Bai Juyi’s poem
that the couple will meet in the afterlife.
With its heavenly and surreal tone, added
to by the swirling cloud in the background,
the portrayal indeed looks as if it is set in
another world. Therefore, one can interpret
this tapestry as depicting the two lovers

reuniting after their time on earth, destined
to spend eternity with each other, as they
desired above all else.

1. Po Chü-I, Selected Poems, translated by Burton
Watson (New York: Columbia University Press, 2000).
2. Ibid.

Megan Reimer ’22
PA PER INK RU B B ING OF RELIE F CARVIN G S
F RO M THE WU FAM ILY SH RIN E
Late Qing Dynasty, early 20th century
paper and ink, 73 x 64 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of Chester North Frazier
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mid-register. Desperately trying to save his
kingdom from King Zheng’s annihilation,
Yan Prince Dan sent Jing Ke to kill Zheng.
The scene depicted is the moment that
Jing Ke threw the dagger at the King in
desperation after his first attempt failed; the
dagger instead hit the bronze pillar. Heavily
wounded, Jing Ke was overpowered and
promptly executed. During the Han dynasty,
there was a proliferation of anecdotes
related to Jing Ke which made people view
the assassin in a different light. People
began to adore him, believing that his
willingness to die for a cause made him a
hero rather than just an assassin.5
The two attempted assassinations were
originally recorded in various historical texts
during the second and first centuries BCE.
Later the stories were used as an educational tool of Confucian ideas. Eventually
they were represented visually, so those
who were illiterate would still be able to
understand the story and learn from it.
The bottom register depicts Fuxi and
Nüwa, primeval rulers in Chinese mythology.
Fuxi is the large figure on the right holding
the square, and Nüwa is the figure on
the left holding the compass.6 According
to Chinese legend, Fuxi and Nüwa were
brother and sister who married and gave
birth to the human race.7 The two represent
yin (negative) and yang (positive) universal
forces in Han cosmology. The theory unites
the Confucian emphasis on virtue with the
Daoist emphasis on harmony with nature.8

his ink rubbing is made from a
portion of the relief carving on the
walls of the “Wu Family Shrines”
originally built in late second century of the
Han dynasty in Shandong. The Wu family
were officials who held respectable middlegrade governmental positions at the time.1
The shrine, specifically the pictorial stones,
is a valuable source of information on the
history and material culture of the Han
Dynasty.
The rubbing has three registers, each
depicting a different story. The first register
illustrates an attempted assassination of
Prince Xiaobai (r. 685-643 BCE), the future
Duke Huan of the Qi state by Guan Zhong
(r. 720-645 BCE) sent by a rival prince who
wanted the throne. The depiction captures
the moment that the arrow, intended to
kill the prince, hit his belt buckle. Xiaobei
feigned death and eventually ascended the
throne. On the advice of his advisor, Duke
Huan did not execute Guan Zhong, and
instead appointed him the chancellor of the
state.2 This act of mercy and forgiveness
is a major tenet of Confucianism, a source
of moral values and ritual practices that
have influenced many areas of East Asian
society.3 Confucianism became the state
ideology since the reign of Emperor Wudi
(r.141-87 BCE) during the Han dynasty.4
Jing Ke’s attempted assassination
of King Zheng of Qin, who later became
Shihuangdi, the First Emperor of China (r.
221-206 BCE), is the scene shown in the
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1. Jackie Menzies, “Rubbing of Stone Relief from the Offering Shrines of Wuliangci of the Han Dynasty. Traditional Grouping Wu Liang Group 3.” https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/163.1979.17/.
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7. Chinese Rubbings (Beijing, China: China Publications Centre, 1900).
8. James Sellmann, Yin–Yang Theory, 1st ed., vol. 5 (Berkshire Publishing Group, 2009), 2580-2584. http://www.
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D ECO RATIV E TABLE SCRE E N
Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644
jade and teakwood, 20.32 x 10.5 x 34.92 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
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The lotus plants carved into the base
symbolize purity since the flower emerges
from the mud unstained. Different parts of
the plant also have specific meanings. The
flower symbolizes marriage and purity, the
seedpods represent fertility, and the leaf
(heye) is a pun for “harmony.” Lotus is one of
the only plants whose seedpods are evident
when the flowers bloom, so the Chinese
believe they are a good omen for the arrival
of sons.3 The good wish for “harmony”
(xie) is further enhanced by the depiction
of a single freshwater crab on the back of
the base.4 The collective motifs and their
symbolism speak for the role of the table
screens as a gift, possibly to a newlywed
couple, as a blessing for a harmonious
marriage and a good wish for fertility.
However, a single crab is also a symbol
for successfully passing the civil service
examinations.5 Passing these examinations
was the only way to enter the civil services,
but as the number of applicants increased
with the economic boom during the Ming
dynasty, the chances of passing the exams
became extremely slim.6 Lotus is also known
as qinglian, a pun for “incorruptible.”7 These
screens could also be a congratulatory gift
for someone who passed his civil service
exams and serve as a visual reminder to be
an honorable civil official.

his work is one of a pair of Chinese
jade table screens from the Ming
dynasty. The main part is an
oval-shaped jade with intricate openwork
images of bottle-shaped gourds with
tangled vines and leaves, and at the center
of the jade stands a mantis. The jade panel
inlaid into a teakwood openwork frame
sits on top of a large base made of the
same material carved like lotus plants with
a freshwater crab at the back. Based on
the motifs seen on the screen as well as
the history of the Ming dynasty, the table
screens were most likely a gift to express a
hope for success for the recipient.
Bottle gourds often contain abundance
of seeds and are seen as a symbol of
fertility. They are recognizable by their
extensive networks of string-like vines and
tendrils. The network of vines suggests
continuity and is a pun for “ten thousand
generations.”1 Collectively, the plant
represents a good wish for the recipient’s
family to last for many generations. The
mantis has a long history in Chinese folklore
and is considered as a formidable warrior
endowed with immense courage.2 Together
with the gourds, the imagery on the jade
panel could express a blessing for the
recipient and their descendants.

1. Terese Tse Bartholomew, Hidden Meanings in Chinese Art (San Francisco: Asian Art Museum of San
Francisco, 2006), 61.
2. Berthold Laufer, “The Praying Mantis in Chinese Folklore,” The Open Court, vol. 27 (1913): 57-60.
3. Bartholomew, Hidden Meanings in Chinese Art, 47.
4. Ibid, 42.
5. Ibid.
6. Peter B. Ditmanson, Ming Dynasty (Berkshire Publishing Group, 2009), 1483-1489.
7. Bartholomew, Hidden Meanings in Chinese Art, 47.
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Shannon Zeltmann ’21
CA RV ED IVO RY TABLE SCRE E N
Qianlong reign, Qing dynasty, 1736-1795
carved ivory, 11 x 5.5 in.
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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“Flowered branches” could refer to the
plum blooming on the front. Each plant
on the screen was chosen to show this
literatus was a gentleman of integrity, along
with endurance through challenges.2 Using
nature and a garden to illustrate these
ideals was common because the trope of
literati gardening was romanticized during
the Qing Dynasty. In previous dynasties,
literati were forced to hide in the natural
terrain during periods of political strife.3
This literatus decided to use the image of
the gardens to convey his character and
temperament.
The dragons framing the piece are
called kui dragons, which had no symbolic
meaning, as they are a derivative of antique
versions of the dragons on bronzes and are
used as decoration.4 These dragons would
show others this literatus’ knowledge of
Chinese history.
Most often, table screens were made of
either jade or porcelain with a lacquer base.
Luxury materials were used to illustrate the
wealth of the gentry. One such material was
ivory, which was hard to carve and required
imported ivory. During the Ming Dynasty
(1368-1644), importation of ivory increased,
allowing a flourish of ivory carving to take
place during the Qing dynasty.5
Sitting at his desk, the literatus would
have imagined early spring as a bird sits on
the branch with flowers blossoming, while he
writes or paints. Specific objects displayed on
the desk of the literatus create an atmosphere
for creative work. This table screen integrates
the three perfections—poetry, painting, and
calligraphy—and represents the refined tastes
of its scholar owner.

he table screen would have been
an important element on the desk
of Chinese scholar-elite. It blocked
breezes from blowing off papers, kept the
literati’s work hidden, and acted as small
decorative furniture. The literati in traditional Chinese society enjoyed collecting
paintings, calligraphy, and antiques. Their
tastes focused on “thrift, reserve, and
self-control,” which manifested in the art
they collected or produced, including the
table screen in this exhibition.1
Made entirely of ivory, this table screen
consists of a central pictorial section framed
by a cloud dragon design. On the center
front of the object, a bird sits on a flowering
branch, likely a plum, with a garden scene
below. Two lines of poetry in three columns
and three red ownership seals are on the
back. The poem was originally written by
a Neo-Confucian scholar and philosopher,
Luo Qinshun (1465-1547) and reads:
“竹色不随寒暑变

	“The color of the bamboo does not
change with the season,
花枝常伴笑谈中”

	flowered branches accompany the
laughs and conversations.”
These different elements come together
to tell how this Qing dynasty (1644-1912)
literatus, the patron of this screen, created
his scholarly image.
In the poem, Luo Qinshun discusses
the fact that bamboo stays steady
throughout the changing seasons. Bamboo
in China is one of the “three friends of
winter.” The friends—bamboo, pine, and
plum—would stay hearty through the winter.
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S IL K EMBROIDERY
Late Qing dynasty, 1800-1912
silk, 58.4 x 35.6 cm
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
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happiness. Below the butterflies are
vases with irises and peonies. Vases alone
symbolize peace and prosperity. Orchids
and vases symbolize feminine beauty and
fertility. Below the peonies are the last two
depictions-lotuses and toads. The lotus
is the flower of summer as well as purity
because they come out of the mud in ponds
pure white in the summer. Nearby is the
toad, which was one of the five poisonous
species depicted in Chinese folklore.
The specific stitches selected are
the Peking knot and satin stitch, which
were two common embroidery techniques
during the Qing dynasty. The Peking knot
created a flatter effect than what the
western audience saw with the French
knot. Throughout the central composition
of this silk embroidery, the Peking knot fills
sections, such as the toads. It was harder
and took longer to create the Peking knot
compared to the satin stitch, which was
used to fill the peonies on the border. To
Westerners, the Peking knot was known as
the Forbidden knot, because they believed
only the emperor could have this knot.2
Knowing this association, the creator of this
embroidery used the Peking stitch because
a Westerner would associate it with China.
The Chinese who produced this piece
would appreciate the significance of the
plants and animals, but they would have
recognized that many of these motifs would
not be applicable for a Chinese audience.
Though the specific symbolism of animals
and flowers is lost, Westerners would
appreciate the sheer beauty and technical
complexity of this silk embroidery.

his silk embroidery is a decorative
wall hanging, created as a Western
export piece during the late Qing
dynasty (1800-1912). A Chinese audience
would recognize the array of significant
motifs, but their symbolism is lost to the
west. The largest border of the embroidery
shows squirrels running along branches and
blue peonies. The central composition on
cream-colored silk is symmetrical. From top
to bottom, there are butterflies, irises and
peonies in vases, lotuses, and toads.
Export pieces had specific attributes
different from embroideries made for the
Chinese market. They often had floral and
animal designs and used gold thread to
create attractive visual effects. Furthermore,
embroidery in China was mainly for clothing,
while export pieces served other functions,
such as sheets, or simply decorations.
To the Chinese creator, each animal and
plant has specific meanings. The border of
the silk embroidery depicts squirrels and
stylized blue peonies. The squirrel design
prevalent in the embroidery shown here was
uncommon in Chinese art.1 When squirrels
appear in Chinese art, they are accompanied by grapes. The squirrels were likely
included in this piece to appeal to the taste
of Western viewers. Peonies are one of the
most favored motifs in the Ming and Qing
period. Considered the king of the flowers,
they symbolize prestige and wealth. Because
of their immense popularity in Chinese
arts, peonies were symbols of China to
Europeans and Americans at the time.
In the central panel are two Chinese
butterflies, symbols of blessing and

1. Patricia Bjaaland Welch, Chinese Art: A Guide to Motifs and Visual Imagery (Rutland, VT: Tuttle Publishing,
2012), 79.
2. Mary Polityka Bush, “The Not-Forbidden Knot Stitch,” PieceWork (2018): 22.
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PA IR O F EGG S HEL L-T H IN CUPS W IT H
C HRYSA NTHEMU M SPRAY DE SIGN S
Republican period, 1912-1949
eggshell-thin porcelain, wood, overglazed color, original wood stand, 6.2 cm (h), 6 cm (dia)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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The porcelain is vibrantly enameled
with tangled stems of chrysanthemum
flowers twisting upwards and across the
surface. The blooms are rendered in
delicate shades of pink, purple, orange and
blue, and the leaves in turquoise and green.
The spindly branches spread across the
surface issuing buds and flowers with tiny
butterflies fluttering nearby. This colorful
garden scene is executed with overglazed
enamel known as fengcai in Chinese or
famille rose, a type of porcelain decoration
that originated in the Ming dynasty (13681644) and favored during the Qing dynasty
(1644-1912).2 The glazing in different colors
consists of special minerals, which help
increase the density and transparency of
the decoration and make it more realistic
and lifelike.3
The cups are designed as not only
functional wares, but ornamental works to be
viewed and appreciated. The design invites
the viewer to look around the cups to enjoy
the garden scene and read the poetry. As
a pair, the cups also imply the upper class
status of their owner who would enjoy appreciating the tea and chatting with friends.

his pair of eggshell-thin porcelain
cups are finely potted with steep
walls rising from a recessed base
to a slightly everted rim. The exterior is
painted with a garden theme in multicolor
glazing, including overlapping garden rocks,
chrysanthemums in bloom and butterflies.
Two lines of a poem are inscribed on one
side, which read,
“莫道三径冷，
离菊伴秋香”

“Never complain about the coldness of the
roads in the autumn as you can smell the
fragrance of chrysanthemum in this season.”
This poetry echoes the chrysanthemum
garden theme and the subtle sentiment
of autumn. The integration of poetry,
calligraphy and painting is known as the
three perfections in literati art, which was
promoted at Emperor Hui Zong’s painting
academy in the twelfth century and has
remained a prominent cultural tradition in
Chinese art history.1 The ornamentation on
the eggshell-thin cups illustrates the continuity of such artistic ideal.

1. Jiaqi Liu, The artistic style of Emperor Huizong and the reform at his painting academy (MA thesis, Hubei Art
Academy, 2019). See also Robert Thorp and Richard E. Vinograd, Chinese Art and Culture (New York and
London: Harry N. Abrams, 2001), 301-311.
2. Rita Giannini, Ian C. Freestone, and Andrew J. Shortland, “Production of Chinese Famille Rose Porcelain,”
Journal of Archaeological Science 80 (2017): 27–36.
3. Yuanqiu Li, Jian Zhu, Luoyuan Ji, Yingying Shan, Sheng Jiang, Guang Chen, Philippe Sciau, Wenxuan Wang,
and Changsui Wang, “Study of Arsenic in Famille Rose Porcelain from the Imperial Palace of The Qing
dynasty, Beijing, China,” Ceramics International 44, no. 2 (2018): 1627–32.
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PO RC ELAIN VASE
Qing Dynasty, 1644-1912
porcelain, 49 cm (h), 12.7 cm (dia)
Special Collections and College Archives, Musselman Library
Gift of the Estate of Professor Frank Kramer, Class of 1914
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ne of the most attractive aspects
of this vase is the cobalt blue
decoration, a collective representation of a scholar’s leisure time, including
the flower arrangement, antique collection,
tea drinking, Chinese go game, and a
private garden.
A large and superbly painted blue
and white meiping vase dominates the
decoration. On the surface of this vase is
a tranquil landscape with trees and houses
nestled among tall mountains. Two branches
of lush peony flowers are carefully arranged
in the vase. Roses are also presented in
a large garlic-mouthed vase decorated
with auspicious clouds. These two vases
are depicted in an unproportionally large
size in the overall ornamentation, which
suggests this porcelain vase as the object
for flower arrangements. In the Ming and
Qing dynasties, the concepts of “mind
flower,” “literati flower,” and “scenic flower”
became dominant and are manifested in the
depiction of the big, blooming, and idealized
floral arrangement on this porcelain.1
Tea drinking is an indispensable
component in the life of the literati, which
is symbolically indicated through a teapot
on this vase. As early as the Tang Dynasty
in 758, Lu Yu wrote the first monograph The
Classic of Tea systematically discussing the
production, preparation and appreciation
of the tea.2 Since then, tea drinking has
flourished in China.

Two Ge antique wares, a censer and a
jar, are also part of the decoration on the
vase. Highly appreciated by their naturally
occurred cracks during the firing, Ge wares
were selected as imperial wares as early
as the Song dynasty.3 A painting Jiangutu
drawn by Qian Xuan during the Song
dynasty around thirteenth century shows
the devotion to antique collection among
the literati at that time. In the painting,
there are an array of antiques at the bottom,
such as the Ge wares and bronzes.
The Chinese Go, a board game for two
players using white and black button like
pieces, is presented through the depiction
of the chessboard. Go originated approximately around 2500 years ago in China and
had been widely popular in the Eastern Zhou
period (770-221 BCE).4 Historical texts such as
Zuo Zhuan, Analects and Mencius recorded
well-known Go masters during the time.
Blossoming lotus flowers growing out
of a large pot represent the importance of
the private garden in the life of literati. A
private garden is a natural and recreational
environment created through buildings and
roads, transformation of the terrain, trees
and flowers.5 Private gardens were prevalent
during the Ming and Qing dynasties
particular in the Yangzi delta region, which
provided literati an ideal space for relaxation
and social and cultural activities.

1. Na Wang and Fengping Guo, “Preliminary discussion on Chinese philosophy and ancient Chinese flower
arrangement,” The Journal of Northwestern School of Forestry 21 (2006): 159-162.
2. Yu Lu, The Classic of Tea, Translation by Francis Ross Carpenter (Boston, MA: Little, Brown & Co. 1974).
3. Xianqiu Chen, et al., “The research of the ceramics from Southern Song official kiln at Jiaotan and Ge kiln at
Longquan,” Journal of the Chinese Ceramic Society 12.2 (1994): 208.
4. Marc L. Moskowitz, Go Nation: Chinese Masculinities and the Game of Weiqi in China, Vol. 28 (Berkeley:
Univ of California Press, 2013).
5. Maggie Keswick, Charles Jencks, and Alison Hardie, The Chinese Garden: History, Art and Architecture
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2003).
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